Some languages lack large knowledge bases and good discriminative features for Name Entity Recognition (NER) that can generalize to previously unseen named entities. One such language is Arabic, which: a) lacks a capitalization feature; and b) has relatively small knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia. In this work we address both problems by incorporating cross-lingual features and knowledge bases from English using cross-lingual links. We show that such features have a dramatic positive effect on recall. We show the effectiveness of cross-lingual features and resources on a standard dataset as well as on two new test sets that cover both news and microblogs. On the standard dataset, we achieved a 4.1% relative improvement in Fmeasure over the best reported result in the literature. The features led to improvements of 17.1% and 20.5% on the new news and microblogs test sets respectively.
Introduction
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is essential for a variety of Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications such as information extraction. There has been a fair amount of work on NER for a variety of languages including Arabic. To train an NER system, some of the following feature types are typically used Nadeau and Sekine, 2009) : -Orthographic features: These features include capitalization, punctuation, existence of digits, etc. One of the most effective orthographic features is capitalization in English, which helps NER to generalize to new text of different genres. However, capitalization is not very useful in some languages such as German, and nonexistent in other languages such as Arabic. Further, even in English social media, capitalization may be inconsistent.
-Contextual features: Certain words are indicative of the existence of named entities. For example, the word "said" is often preceded by a named entity of type "person" or "organization". Sequence labeling algorithms (ex. Conditional Random Fields (CRF)) can often identify such indicative words.
-Character-level features: These features typically include the leading and trailing letters of words. In some languages, these letters could prefixes and suffixes. Such features can be indicative or counter-indicative of the existence of named entities. For example, a word ending with "ing" is typically not a named entity, while a word ending in "berg" is often a named entity.
-Part-of-speech (POS) tags and morphological features: POS tags indicate (or counter-indicate) the possible presence of a named entity at word level or at word sequence level. Morphological features can mostly indicate the absence of named entities. For example, Arabic allows the attachment of pronouns to nouns and verbs. However, pronouns are rarely ever attached to named entities.
-Gazetteers: This feature checks the presence of a word or a sequence of words in large lists of named entities. If gazetteers are small, then they would have low coverage, and if they are very large then their entries may be ambiguous. For example, "syntax" may refer to sentence construction or the music band "Syntax".
Typically, a subset of these features are available for different languages. For example, morphological, contextual, and character-level features have been shown to be effective for Arabic NER . However, Arabic lacks indicative orthographic features that generalize to previously unseen named entities. Also, although some of the Arabic gazetteers that were used for NER were small , there has been efforts to build larger Arabic gazetteers (Attia et al., 2010) . Since training and test parts of standard datasets for Arabic NER are drawn from the same genre in relatively close temporal proximity, a named entity recognizer that simply memorizes named entities in the training set generally performs well on such test sets. Thus, the results that are reported in the literature are generally high (AbdulHamid and Darwish, 2010; . We illustrate the limited capacity of existing recognizers to generalize to previously unseen named entities using two new test sets that include microblogs as well as news texts that cover local and international politics, economics, health, sports, entertainment, and science. As we will show later, recall is well below 50% for all named entity types on the new test sets.
To address this problem, we introduce the use of cross-lingual links between a disadvantaged language, Arabic, and a language with good discriminative features and large resources, English, to improve Arabic NER. We exploit English's orthographic features, particularly capitalization, as well as Arabic and English Wikipedias, including existing annotations from large knowledge sources such as DBpedia. We also show how to use transliteration mining to improve NER, even when neither language has a capitalization (or similar) feature. The intuition is that if the translation of a word is in fact a transliteration, then the word is likely a named entity. Cross-lingual links are obtained using Wikipedia cross-language links and a large Machine Translation (MT) phrase table that is true cased, where word casing is preserved during training. We show the effectiveness of these new features on a standard dataset as well as two new test sets. The contributions of this paper are as follows: -Using cross-lingual links to exploit orthographic features in other languages. -Employing transliteration mining to improve NER. -Using cross-lingual links to exploit a large knowledge base, namely English DBpedia, to benefit NER. -Introducing two new NER test sets for Arabic that include recent news as well as microblogs. We plan to release these test sets.
-Improving over the best reported results in the literature by 4.1% (Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010 ) by strictly adding cross-lingual features. We also show improvements of 17.1% and 20.5% on the new test sets.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides related work; Section 3 describes the baseline system; Section 4 introduces the cross-lingual features and reports on their effectiveness; and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work

Using cross-lingual Features
For many NLP tasks, some languages may have significantly more training data, better knowledge resources, or more discriminating features than other languages. If cross-lingual resources are available, such as parallel data, increased training data, better resources, or superior features can be used to improve the processing (ex. tagging) for other languages (Ganchev et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2010; Yarowsky and Ngai, 2001) . Some work has attempted to use bilingual features in NER. Burkett et al. (2010) used bilingual text to improve monolingual models including NER models for German, which lacks a good capitalization feature. They did so by training a bilingual model and then generating more training data from unlabeled parallel data. They showed significant improvement in German NER effectiveness, particularly for recall. In our work, there is no need for tagged text that has a parallel equivalent in another language. used an Arabic English dictionary from MADA, an Arabic analyzer, to indicate if a word is capitalized in English or not. They reported that it was the second most discriminating feature that they used. However, there seems to be room for improvement because: (1) MADA's dictionary is relatively small and would have low coverage; and (2) the use of such a binary feature is problematic, because Arabic names are often common Arabic words and hence a word may be translated as a named entity and as a common word. To overcome these two problems, we use cross-lingual features to improve NER using large bilingual resources, and we incorporate confidences to avoid having a binary feature. Richman and Schone (2008) used English linguis-tic tools and cross language links in Wikipedia to automatically annotate text in different languages. Transliteration Mining (TM) has been used to enrich MT phrase tables or to improve cross language search (Udupa et al., 2009) . Conversely, people have used NER to determine if a word is to be transliterated or not (Hermjakob et al., 2008) . However, we are not aware of any prior work on using TM to determine if a sequence is a NE. Further, we are not aware of prior work on using TM (or transliteration in general) as a cross lingual feature in any annotation task. In our work, we use state-of-the-art TM as described by El-Kahki et al. (2011) 
Arabic NER
Much work has been done on NER with multiple public evaluation forums.
Nadeau and Sekine (Nadeau and Sekine, 2009 ) surveyed lots of work on NER for a variety of languages. Significant work has been conducted by Benajiba and colleagues on Arabic NER . used a maximum entropy classifier trained on a feature set that includes the use of gazetteers and a stopword list, appearance of a NE in the training set, leading and trailing word bigrams, and the tag of the previous word. They reported 80%, 37%, and 47% F-measure for locations, organizations, and persons respectively on the ANERCORP dataset that they created and publicly released. improved their system by incorporating POS tags to improve NE boundary detection. They reported 87%, 46%, and 52% F-measure for locations, organizations, and persons respectively. Benajiba and Rosso (2008) used CRF sequence labeling and incorporated many language specific features, namely POS tagging, base-phrase chunking, Arabic tokenization, and adjectives indicating nationality. They reported that tokenization generally improved recall. Using POS tagging generally improved recall at the expense of precision, leading to overall improvements in F-measure. Using all their suggested features, they reported 90%, 66%, and 73% F-measure for location, organization, and persons respectively. In , they examined the same feature set on the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) datasets using CRF sequence labeling and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. They did not report per category F-measure, but they reported overall 81%, 75%, and 78% macro-average F-measure for broadcast news and newswire on the ACE 2003 ACE , 2004 ACE , and 2005 datasets respectively. Huang (2005) used an HMMbased NE recognizer for Arabic and reported 77% F-measure on the ACE 2003 dataset. Farber et al. (2008) used POS tags obtained from an Arabic tagger to enhance NER. They reported 70% Fmeasure on the ACE 2005 dataset. Shaalan and Raza (2007) reported on a rule-based system that uses hand crafted grammars and regular expressions in conjunction with gazetteers. They reported upwards of 93% F-measure, but they conducted their experiments on non-standard datasets, making comparison difficult. Abdul-Hamid and Darwish (2010) used a simplified feature set that relied primarily on character level features, namely leading and trailing letters in a word. They also experimented with a variety of phrase level features with little success. They reported an F-measure of 76% and 81% for the ACE2005 and the ANERCorp datasets datasets respectively. We used their simplified features in our baseline system. The different experiments reported in the literature may not have been done on the same training/test splits. Thus, the results may not be completely comparable. Mohit et al. (2012) performed NER on a different genre from news, namely Arabic Wikipedia articles, and reported recall values as low as 35.6%. They used self training and recall oriented classification to improve recall, typically at the expense of precision. McNamee and Mayfield (2002) and Mayfield et al. (2003) used thousands of language independent features such as character n-grams, capitalization, word length, and position in a sentence, along with language dependent features such as POS tags and BP chunking. The use of CRF sequence labeling for NER has shown success (McCallum and Li, 2003; Nadeau and Sekine, 2009; .
Baseline Arabic NER System
For the baseline system, we used the CRF++ 1 implementation of CRF sequence labeling with default parameters. We opted to reimplement the most suc-cessful features that were reported by and Abdul-Hamid and Darwish (2010) , namely the leading and trailing 1, 2, 3, and 4 letters in a word; whether a word appears in the gazetteer that was created by , which is publicly available, but is rather small (less than 5,000 entries); and the stemmed form of words (after removing coordinating conjunctions, prepositions, and determiners using a rule-based stemmer akin to (Larkey et al., 2002) ). As mentioned earlier, the leading and trailing letters in a word may indicate or counter-indicate the presence of named entities. Stemming is important due to the morphological complexity of Arabic. We used the previous and the next words in their raw and stemmed forms as features. For training and testing, we used the AN-ERCORP dataset . The dataset has approximately 150k tokens and we used the 80/20 training/test splits of Abdul-Hamid and Darwish (2010), who graciously provided us with their splits of the collection and they achieved the best reported results on the dataset. We will refer to their results, which are provided in Table 1 , as "baseline-lit". Table 2 (a) shows our results on the ANERCORP dataset. Our results were slightly lower than their results (Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010) . It is noteworthy that 69% of the named entities in the test part were seen during training.
We also created two new test sets. The first test set is composed of news snippets from the RSS feed of the Arabic (Egypt) version of news.google.com from Oct. 6, 2012. The RSS feed contains the headline and the first 50-100 words in the news articles. The set has news from over a dozen different news sources and covers international and local news, politics, financial news, health, sports, entertainment, and technology. This set contains roughly 15k tokens. The second set contains a set of 1,423 tweets that were randomly selected from tweets authored between November 23, 2011 and November 27, 2011. We scraped tweets from Twitter using the query "lang:ar" (language=Arabic). This set contains approximately 26k tokens. The test sets will be henceforth be referred to as the NEWS and TWEETS sets respectively. They were annotated by one person, a native Arabic speaker, using the Linguistics Data Consortium tagging guidelines. Table 2 (b) and (c) report on the results for the baseline system on both test sets. The results on the NEWS test are substantially lower than those for ANER-CORP. It is worth noting that only 27% of the named entities in the NEWS test set were observed in the training set (compared to 69% for ANERCORP). As Table 3 shows for the ANERCORP dataset, using only the tokens as features, where the labeler mainly memorizes previously seen named entities, yields higher results than the baseline results for the NEWS dataset ( (Green and DeNero, 2012) .
Cross-lingual Capitalization
As we mentioned earlier, Arabic lacks capitalization and Arabic names are often common Arabic words. For example, the Arabic name "Hasan" means good.
To capture cross-lingual capitalization, we used the aforementioned true-cased phrase table at word and phrase levels as follows:
Input: True-cased phrase table P T , sentence S containing n words w 0..n , max sequence length l, translations T 1..k..m of w i..
round weight(w i..j ) to first significant figure set tag of w i = B-CAP S-weight set tag for words w i+1..j = I-CAP S-weight else if j > i then j--else tag of w i = null end if end if end for Where: P T was the aforementioned phrase table; l = 4; P (T k ) equaled to the product of p(source|target) and p(target|source) for a word sequence; isCaps and notCaps were whether the translation was capitalized or not respectively; and the weights were binned because CRF++ only takes nominal features. In essence we tried every subsequence of S of length l or less to see if the translation was capitalized. A subsequence can be 1 word long. We tried longer sequences first. To determine if the corresponding phrase was capitalized (isCaps), all non-function words on the English side needed to be capitalized. As an example, the phrase (meaning "Pacific Ocean") was translated to a capitalized phrase 36.7% of the time. Thus, the word was assigned B-CAPS-0.4 and was assigned I-CAPS-0.4. Using weights avoids using capitalization as a binary feature. Table 4 reports on the results of the baseline system with the capitalization feature on the three datasets. In comparing baseline results in Table 2 and cross-lingual capitalization results in Table 4 , recall consistently increased for all datasets, particularly for "persons" and "locations". For the different test sets, recall increased by 3.1 to 6.1 points (absolute) or by 8.4% to 13.6% (relative). This led to an overall improvement in F-measure of 1.8 to 3.4 points (absolute) or 4.2% to 5.7% (relative). Precision dropped overall on the ANERCORP dataset and dropped substantially for the NEWS and TWEETS test sets. (2011) that was trained using 3,452 parallel Arabic-English transliteration pairs. We aligned the word-pairs at character level using GIZA++ and the phrase extractor and scorer from the Moses machine translation package (Koehn et al., 2007) . The alignment produced mappings between English letters sequences and Arabic letter sequences with associated mapping probabilities. Given an Arabic word, we produced all its possible segmentations along with their associated mappings into English letters. We retained valid target sequences that produced translations in the phrase table. Again we used a weight similar to the one for cross-lingual capitalization and we rounded the values of the ratio the significant figure. The weights were computed as:
where P (T k ) is probability of the k th translation of a word in the phrase table.
If a word was not found in the phrase table, the feature value was assigned null. For example, if the translations of the word are "Hasan", "Hassan", and "good", where the first two are transliterations and the last not, then the weight of the word would be:
In our experiments, the weight of was equal to 0.5 (after rounding). Table 5 reports on the results using the baseline system with the transliteration mining feature. Like the capitalization feature, transliteration mining slightly lowered precision -except for the TWEETS test set where the drop in precision was significant -and positively increased recall, leading to an overall improvement in F-measure for all test sets. Overall, F-measure improved by 1.9%, 3.7%, and 3.9% (relative) compared to the baseline for the ANERCORP, NEWS, and TWEETS test sets respectively. The similarity of results between using transliteration mining and word-level cross-lingual capitalization suggests that perhaps they can serve as surrogates.
Using DBpedia
DBpedia 2 is a large collaboratively-built knowledge base in which structured information is extracted from Wikipedia (Bizer et al., 2009) . DBpedia 3.8, the release we used in this paper, contains 6,157,591 Wikipedia titles belonging to 296 types. Types vary in granularity with each Wikipedia title having one or more type. For example, NASA is assigned the following types: Agent, Organization, and GovernmentAgency. In all, DBpedia includes the names of 764k persons, 573k locations, and 192k organizations. Of the Arabic Wikipedia titles, 254,145 have Wikipedia cross-lingual links to English Wikipedia, and of those English Wikipedia titles, 185,531 have entries in DBpedia. Since Wikipedia titles may have multiple DBpedia types, we opted to keep the most popular type (by count of how many Wikipedia titles are assigned a particular type) for each title, and we disregarded the rest. We also chose not to use the "Agent" and "Work" types because they were highly ambiguous. We found word sequences in the manner described in the pseudocode for crosslingual capitalization. For translation, we generated two features using two translation resources, namely the aforementioned phrase table and ArabicEnglish Wikipedia cross-lingual links. When using the phrase table, we used the most likely translation into English that matches an entry in DBpedia provided that the product of p(source|target) and p(target|source) of translation was above 10 −5 . We chose the threshold qualitatively using offline experiments. When using Arabic-English Wikipedia cross-lingual links, if an entry was found in the Arabic Wikipedia, we performed a look up in DB-pedia using the English Wikipedia title that corresponds to the Arabic Wikipedia title. We used Arabic Wikipedia page-redirects to improve coverage. For both features (using the two translation methods), for an Arabic word sequence corresponding to the DBpedia entry, the first word in the sequence was assigned the feature "B-" plus the DBpedia type and subsequent words were assigned the feature "I-" plus the DBpedia type. For example, for (meaning "Hezbollah"), the words and were assigned "B-Organization" and "IOrganization" respectively. For all other words, the feature was assigned "null". Using the phrase table for translation likely yielded improved coverage over using Wikipedia cross-lingual links. However, Wikipedia cross-lingual links likely led to higher quality translations, because they were manually curated. Table 6 reports on the results of using the baseline system with the two DBpedia features. Using DBpedia consistently improved precision and recall for named entity types on all test sets, except for a small drop in precision for locations on the ANERCORP dataset and for locations and persons on the TWEETS test set. For the different test sets, improvements in recall ranged between 4.4 and 7.5 points (absolute) or 6.5% and 19.1% (relative). Precision improved by 0.9 and 5.5 points (absolute) or 1.0% and 7.1% (relative) for the ANERCORP and NEWS test sets respectively. Overall improvement in F-measure ranged between 3.2 and 7.6 points (absolute) or 4.1% and 13.9% (relative). Table 7 reports on the results of using all aforementioned cross-lingual features together. Figures 1, 2 , and 3 compare the results of the different setups. As the results show, the impact of cross-lingual features on recall were much more pronounced on the NEWS and TWEETS test sets -compared to the ANER-CORP dataset. Further, the recall values for the AN-ERCORP dataset in the baseline experiments were much higher than those for the two other test sets. This confirms our suspicion that the reported values in the literature on the standard datasets are unrealistically high due to the similarity between the training and test sets. Hence, these high effectiveness results may not generalize to other test sets. Of all the cross- When using all the features together, one notable result is that precision dropped significantly for the TWEETS test sets. We examined the output for the TWEETS test set and here are some of the factors that affected precision: -the presence of words that would typically be named entities in news but would generally be regular words in tweets. For example, the Arabic word "Mubarak" is most likely the name of the former Egyptian president in the context of news, but it would most likely mean "blessed", which is common in expressions of congratulations, in tweets.
Putting it All Together
-the use of dialectic words that may have transliterations or a named entity as the most likely translation into English. For example, the word is typically the dialectic version of the Arabic word , meaning something. However, since the MT system that we used was trained on modern standard Arabic, the dialectic word would not appear in training and would typically be translated/transliterated to the name "Che" (as in Che Guevara).
-Since tweets are restricted in length, authors frequently use shortened versions of named entities. For example, tweets would mostly have "Morsi" instead of "Mohamed Morsi" and without trigger words such as "Dr." or "president". The full version of a name and trigger words are more com- Table 7 : Results using all the cross-lingual features with /absolute/relative differences compared to baseline mon in news. This same problem was present in the NEWS test set, because it was constructed from an RSS feed, and headlines, which are typically compact, had a higher representation in the test collection. We observed the same phenomenon for organization names. For example, "the Real" refers to "Real Madrid". Nicknames are also prevalent. For example, "the Land of the two Sanctuaries" refers to "Saudi Arabia". We believe that this problem can be overcome by introducing new training data that include tweets (or other social text) and performing domain adaptation. New training data would help: identify words and expressions that are common in conversations, account for common dialectic words, and learn a better word transition model. Further, gazetteers that cover shortened versions of names could be helpful as well.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented different cross-lingual features that can make use of linguistic properties and knowledge bases of other languages for NER. For translation, we used an MT phrase table and Wikipedia cross-lingual links. We used English as the "helper" language and we exploited the English capitalization feature and an English knowledge base, DBpedia. If the helper language did not have capitalization, then transliteration mining could provide some of the benefit of capitalization. Transliteration mining requires limited amounts of training examples. We believe that the proposed cross-lingual features can be used to help NER for other languages, particularly languages that lack good features that generalize well. For Arabic NER, the new features yielded an improvement of 5.5% over a strong baseline system on a standard dataset, with 10.7% gain in recall and negligible change in precision. We tested on a new news test set, NEWS, which has recent news articles (the same genre as the standard dataset), and indeed NER effectiveness was much lower. For the new NEWS test set, cross-lingual features led to a small increase in precision (1.6%) and a very large improvement in recall (27.7%). This led to a 17.1% improvement in overall F-measure. We also tested NER on the TWEETS test set, where we observed substantial improvements in recall (35.9%). However, precision dropped by 6.2% for the reasons we mentioned earlier. For future work, it would be interesting to apply cross-lingual features to other language pairs and to make use of joint cross-lingual models. Further, we also plan to investigate Arabic NER on social media, particularly microblogs.
